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Production surveillance can extend well life when combined with artificial lift 
techniques.
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Artificial lift is a production technique that allows operators to maximize performance 
of struggling or underperforming wells. For example, electrical submersible pumps 
(ESPs) lift the oil artificially rather than relying on natural flow. In these instances, 
ensuring the efficiency and viability of the pumps is vital to the operators’ investment.  
Recent decreases in crude oil prices have placed new emphasis on equipment 
maintenance and efficiency. Pump health has become a significant concern for 
field operators in the oil and gas industry. Many field operators want to maximize 
production from existing wells to remain competitive.   

About 125,000 ESPs operate globally, producing 60 percent of the world’s oil1. These 
ESPs require significant investments of money and time to install and operate. The 
health, efficiency and life of these pumps are paramount to the bottom line.

Why Invest in Flow Monitoring?
Although ESP systems can improve recovery at tired wells, they can also suffer from 
failures at startup. Production surveillance at the wellhead prevents some failures by 
confirming the successful installation and commissioning of the ESP system. 
With production surveillance, operators can ensure the system is the right size for 
the well. A system that is too large for the reservoir results in pump-off, while a 
system that is too small will not achieve maximum production. In addition, production 
surveillance can confirm volumetric flow rates, production index (PI) and efficiency 
on the lift curve.

Most oil wells are not equipped with flow metering. Trailer-mounted well test 
separators were traditionally used to gauge the production of ESP-powered wells. 
The separators often performed poorly during operation, resulting in a three- to five-
day test duration per well. In most cases, high costs prevent operators from installing 
traditional multiphase flow meters on each well. 

ESP suppliers provide pump parameters and theoretical pump performance curves. 
Operators monitor ESP wells with this data when individual wellhead production data 
is unavailable. Although useful, theoretical pump curves make certain assumptions 
with regard to pump efficiency, mechanical integrity and reservoir deliverability. The 
most useful tool to measure, analyze and improve the performance of an ESP system 
is to measure the pump flow rate from the well.



Sonar Flow Meters
Sonar flow meters are an efficient monitoring technology for ESP systems in artificial 
lift. A sonar flow meter directly measures the flow velocity within the flow line. A 
multiphase flow engine calculates produced fluid properties and individual phase 
flow rates. The engine interprets the flow velocity in terms of gas and liquid flow 
rates, based on properties at the line pressure and temperature conditions where 
the flow meter is attached. Once the gas and liquid flow rates are determined at 
actual conditions, the oil, water and gas flow rates are converted to and reported at 
standard conditions.

Most sonar flow meters are non-intrusive. They can be used to measure well flow 
rates before and after ESP commissioning. After installation, well production and 
ESP efficiency are periodically monitored. 

Sonar flow meters can be installed upstream or downstream of the choke manifold, 
allowing flexibility in field installation. Wells are tested at fixed flowing conditions or 
at multiple choke settings and ESP drive frequencies. Depending on the time needed 
to install and commission the meter, multi-rate testing of wells can be accomplished 
in a single day. 

Operators step through several ESP drive frequencies during sonar testing to evaluate 
the production rate at various set points. The data from the sonar flow meters is used 
to ensure correct installation of ESPs, to monitor and diagnose performance, to 
optimize drive frequency and choke settings, and to detect the onset of mechanical 
failure. This information enables intelligent decision-making in order to maximize oil 
production rates, influences workover strategies and extends the run-life of ESPs2.

Closing Leaks
In Iraq, much of the wellhead infrastructure and surface equipment is aging and in 
need of repair. An aggressive reinvestment campaign aims to replace infrastructure 
in the country. Changes in the oil market have left operators seeking cost-effective 
ways to enhance existing equipment.  

A local field operator was challenged to continue oil production leveraging the 
current infrastructure. Many of the wells in the region’s fields produce hydrocarbons 
from both the tubing and annulus and are equipped with a nonreturn valve (NRV). 
The NRV balances production between tubing and annulus, and prevents the well 
from re-cycling back down the annulus. 
 
In May 2013, a sonar flow meter was attached to the comingled flow line downstream 
of the choke. The meter observed no flow at this location, while onsite diagnostics, 
including wellhead pressure, indicated the well was flowing. Because the anomaly 



could not be isolated, a sonar meter was placed on the production wing flow line 
upstream of the choke.  

The relocation of the sonar meter enabled the technician to observe and conclude 
that the NRV valve—on the casing flow line upstream of the choke—could be 
leaking and that the well was flowing from the tubing into the annulus. The meter 
was relocated from the on-production wing flow line to the casing flow line, where 
a flow rate was measured in the reverse direction. This confirmed earlier suspicions 
that the NRV was leaking and the flow was cycling within the well3. 

The operator used the flow meter data to diagnose the failure of the non-return valve 
and take remedial measures to protect the ESP system and avert costly workover.

Improving Performance
Production surveillance technologies, such as sonar flow meters, offer operators in 
the oil industry insight into individual well performance. These meters can improve 
well efficiency and overall reservoir production from new and existing infrastructure. 
As the oil market faces continued uncertainty, monitoring technologies can allow 
operators to enhance existing equipment without harming the bottom line. 
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